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T.f.i:E PRESIDENT HAS SEEN.,.,......,.
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 30, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

JIM CONNOR

SUBJECT:

MEETING WITH SENATOR PERCY

I understand that Senator Percy will bring up the
non-proliferation legislation when you meet at 5:00.
Negotiations are at a near stand still. Bob Fri has
continued discussions with Senators Percy and Ribicoff
on the bill.
He reached agreement last Friday with
Senator Percy, but Senator Ribicoff had reservations.
Negotiations have continued up through today but
there now appears to be little chance of a final
agreement unless Percy and Ribicoff take personal
command of the discussions and make a major effort
to reach agreement.
The chances of Senate passage of the bill are dim,
particularly because Senator Abourezk may block the
bill because it is too weak. Congressmen Price and
Anderson are poised to try to bring the bill up in the
House if the Senate does pass it in an acceptable form,
but this, too, is becoming remote.
You may want to take the following approach with Senator
Percy:
Chuck, I want you and John Pastore to know that I
appreciate your strong efforts to get a non-proliferation
bill through the Senate this year.
Bob Fri has told me that agreement is very near on
a bill acceptable to most everyone, with the possible
exception of Jim Abourezk.
But I understand there is
still some sticking points with Abe Ribicoff.
Can't these be worked out if you take personal
command again?

•

-2I had particularly hoped we could get a bill through
this session with you and John Pastore leading the
effort. This is such a critical and complex area,
I don't see who we can count on next year to take
John Pastore's place in working with you on a bill.
If there is anything I can do to help speed agreement
and passage, please let me know .

•

THE WHITE HOUSE

This paragraph would require, as a condition attached to
U.S. export of nuclear fuel to all European countries and Canada,
that these countrie's either receive our prior approval to reprocess that
fuel or that they internationalize their reprocessing facilities under
the International Atomic Energy Agency.

None of these countries

would be prepared to grant that authority to the US; they would
view

us as trying to unilaterally change the agreement for cooperation

that exists between us; and we would seriously set back our nonproliferation cooperation with these countries -- which are also nuclear
suppliers themselves.
Furthermore, we are encouraging Germany and France to
reprocess fuel for third countries to avoid the development of reprocessing
facilities in those countries.

We cannot, on the one hand, try to

suppress reprocessing in Germany and France, while encouraging
them to be prepared to offer reprocessing services to their own
nuclear customers.
There are also important but very technical problems with the
language that could affect all our exports unnecessarily.

To

solve these problems requires some flexibility in the language of
the statute.

Giving us this flexibility requires some trust

in our commitment to non- proliferation.
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